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Abstract
The value of offline data is continuously realized due to the rapid development of GPS,
GSM and Wireless Sensor Technology. The Mobile Internet has become more common
and with the advancement of technology, people have become more dependent on the
mobile intelligent terminal. The Advertising model is influenced subtly by changes to the
audiences’ lives and online patterns. Location Based Social Networking Services promote
the precision advertising model into being, which is based on mobile internet. This paper
used the methods of trajectory mining and POI clustering to create activity mapping table
based on the users, location track data, then established user behavior feature model and
built an advertising platform to implement precision advertising.
Keywords: Data, Location Based Social Networking Service, Mobile internet,
Precision advertisement

1. Introduction
The Location Based Social Networking Service [1], which is based on the SNS (Social
Networking Service), improves people’s interactive modes on the internet platform and
shortens the effective distance between people by means of LBS (Location-based
Service). Meanwhile it brings people’s online activities more in tune with their lives, in
turn serving to improve their lives. With the rapid development and extensive use of GPS,
GSM and Wireless Sensor Technology, people can more easily collect a large amount of
real-time position data that records their latitude and longitude coordinates in a certain
period of time. As smartphones and mobile devices usage spreads, the uses of the two
factors in precision advertisement: people and position, gradually become more
prominent.
In the commercial era, the advertisers are perfecting the advertisement which is
constantly driven by the goal of profit maximization in order to achieve the precision
injection. The netizens’ Internet-enabled devices are gradually transferred from computers
to smart mobile devices. It is not enough to analyze the user’s interests just by relying on
their browsing history, but more is needed to combine the user’s location (offline data) to
explore the trajectory model and excavate a richer life interest. Rao and Minakakis once
said that a great business opportunity [2] is contained in the application of the LBS----the
service of precision advertising delivery based on the analysis of the location in 2003.
This paper, based on the user’s trajectories, adopts an improved trajectory analysis
algorithm to extract the stay points, then scenarize the trajectory, analyze the user’s
behavior characteristics to create and improve the activity mapping table and user
behavior database. We further explore the precision advertising based on the user’s
geographical location with the aid of the existing advertising technology and the network
application platform. The GPS trajectory data research is performed under the premise of
user’s awareness and authorization and without invading privacy.
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2. Research Status
In the study of GPS trajectory extraction for the users, D. Ashbrook extracted the
stay points from the original data and adopted time as a measure [3]. Yu Zheng
brought the method of stay point using distance factor based on the time [4-5]. Ran
Xue separated the beginning and the end of the trajectory and then combined them
according the conditions found by extracting the stay point in the middle [6].
However, all above algorithms are inaccurate as they all ignored the situations
where the speed may change and the track point may be lost in the non -static state.
The research of user tracks is used more for interests mining, hot spots finding, and
traffic management applications, crime tracking and tourism recommendations.
Currently, internet advertising generally uses content targeting, IP exclusion,
category exclusion, keywords negation and other techniques for advertising.
Directional advertisement analyzes the user’s characteristics of surfing online and
finds the interests by obtaining the cookie and the website to advertise it to the
people who need it. The results of researches of C. Wang et al. show that
advertisements which aim at users’ interests can improve clic k rates and the user’s
experience [7]. P. Chatterjee et al. also agreed that the more targeted advertisement
got, the more effective it will be [8]. At present, the research of accurate advertising
is based on the method of directional advertising although most are based on the
online data. Without further study of users’ interests, the huge user information has
not been used and the full effects of advertisement injecting for maximum profits
have not been realized.
The cooperative relation between the user’s accurate activity based on the
geographic position track and the precision advertisement has not been deeply
studied. Therefore it is a valuable subject that lies in the online lives changing from
computers to mobile intelligent terminals and the development of social
communication style and mobile localization technology.

3. The Mechanism of Precision Advertising Based on the Scene of
Trajectory Mining
Figure 1 shows the system of precision advertising based on the scene of
trajectory mining flow chart. The behavior of the user ’s location contains abundant
semantics and we can find the user's interests and information such as the hot area
combining with the real life scenes of location. The processing of trajectory
scenarios changes the relationship between advertising and consumers from "one-tomany" to "one-to-one".
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Figure 1. The System of Precision Advertising Based on the Scene of
Trajectory Mining
3.1 The Extraction and Clustering of Stay Points
Usually each GPS point includes longitude, dimension and a time stamp,
expressed as triples p i=(xi,yi,t i). A series of chronological GPS points form a GPS
trajectory, expressed as Traj=p 1 --p 2 --…--p n (meet p i.T<p i+1 .T).
The distance between two GPS point is calculated with the Haversine formula [9].
As GPS points are large enough, first the stay points are extracted from the
trajectories using the stay point detection algorithms a large number of scholars put
forward. In consideration of emergencies or a change of the velocity in a circular
region, we propose a new stay point extraction algorithm.
The principle of this algorithm:
(i) We automatically set the first and the last point of a trajectory as stay points,
(ii) Starting from the second point of a trajectory, within a certain region the
times of the speed of two adjacent points faster than the maximum speed of human
walking is less than the speed threshold Speed Threth. The distance between the
user，s first GPS record point and other points is less than the distance threshold dist
，
Treh. At the same time, the time interval between the user s first GPS record point
and the last point is greater than the time threshold time Threth. In this way the
three conditions are satisfied and the average of the points records to a stay point;
(iii) Merge the point that we get in step i and the stay point that we get in step ii.
(iv) Calculate the distance between the first point and its close stay point and the
distance between the last point and its close stay point. If the distance is less than
the combined threshold d (distance threshold), we merge them. Conversely we set as
a single stay point.
After we obtain the stay points, we use a clustering algorithm to make the stay
points regionalized, and get the user's interest area. The most frequently used
clustering algorithms are DBSCAN [10], DENCLUE [11], OPTICS [12] and so on.
In order to more accurately cluster the users , stops, we use the clustering algorithm
called Clustering by fast search and find of density peaks [13] proposed by Alex
Rodriguez and Alessandro Laio. The density of the clustering center itself is greater
than its neighbors surrounding it. At the same time the distance between one
clustering center and the other clustering center is relatively larger.
The principle of this algorithm:
(i) Calculate the distance d ij between any two points p i and pj ;
(ii) The formula of density of the point is
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(1)
and

(2)
Where: d c is truncated distance, according to the characteristics of the data to be
set. According to this formula, the density of the points p i values can be understood
as the number of points whose distance from the point in the P to p i is less than d c.
(iii) The distance σ i
﹛q i﹜is the descending order index of﹛ρ i﹜ ,namely
ρ q1 ≥ρq2 ≥…≥ρ qN
so

(3)
(iv) In a range the point with larger ρandσ value is the clustering center and
around the point and area defines the interest area.
3.2POI-Active Mapping Table
After the stay point clustering, we can get the user , s activities in a particular area
and their stay time. Then exploring the “area users stayed matching with natural
geographical area and stayed a certain period of time", we can infer that stay area is
the user's interest point and also infer the potential user activities. In order to more
accurately analyze likely social activities that users partake in at the interest point,
we combine the user's location with stay time to make a user trajectory scenario.
Then we do practical survey statistics to get the time that the general public does all
kinds of activities accounting for general items such as dinner, outings, KTV, gym,
etc. And we establish point of interest- activity mapping table (PAM).
A POI-Active Mapping Table is created according to area classification that the
map data provider shows. Generally the classification of map data has two levels,
the large category does not have more than 20 kinds and the small category has
hundreds of class segments. Through a lot of questionnaires, we obtain the average
time of public daily life activities recording the data in a POI-Active Mapping Table
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Poi-Active Mapping Table
POI
Category

Catering
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POI Sub-category
Chinese Restaurant
Western Restaurant
Chinese Fast Food
Café
Tea house
…

Behavior

Eating&Drinking

Minimal
Duration
30min
30min
15min
15min
30min
…

Maximal
Duration
4h
4h
3h
3h
4h
…

Average
time
0.999h
1.18h
0.781h
1.267h
1.398h
…
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Leisure &
Entertainment

Scenic spot

Cinema
KTV
Video Game Room

Park
Memorial Museum
Tourist attractions

Seeing
films&Playing

Playing&Visiting

1h
1h
30min

4h
8h
4h

30min
15min
30min

4h
4h
5h

1.89h
2.179h
1.421h

1.825h
1.404h
2.301h

3.3Analysis of Users' Behavior Characteristics
Deep investigation of the trajectory not only contributes to the analysis of the
methods of travel (such as walking, biking, driving) of users within a certain areas
[14], but also determines the daily life hobbies, individual behavior patterns and
common characteristics of user groups [15]. It can even predict the moving targets’
behavior at a following time [16].
In daily life, people's behavior and activities represent a certain sense, which can
reflect personal preferences, needs or what someone is about to do. According to the
analysis of user events, combed with the user's location and the stay time, the
behavior feature model of users can be built after creating POI--activities mapping
table. The processed trajectory data of users can be used on the feature model to
match the user behavior. The association rules will be found by correlation analysis
of a users’ interest and another interest activities and time series analysis is used to
analyze the behavioral pattern of user. For example, the Hugetable system of Wuhan
Borqs is a good platform for user behavior analysis. Obtaining user behavior
information [17] is the key factor for us to advertise and find the target audience.
Also user behavioral characteristics analysis is a necessary prerequisite to achieving
accurate delivery of advertising.
3.4 Advertisement System
After the function and stability requirements analysis, we de sign the system
architecture consisting of the data model level, system control layer and view layer.
Based on the users’ behavior database, using internet technology, program
development technology and the traits of mobile intelligent terminal APP, we
develop a mobile application advertising system consisting of the service and the
clients [18]. Advertisers can place ads on the platform through client APP, and the
server-side provide support to maintain the normal operation of the platform. When
placing ads on the advertising platform, the similarity analysis between user
behavior and advertising should be carried out first. Then the overall similarity
score between user interest and advertising is calculated to find the audience’s best
matching with the advertising theme and finally present the ads in front of the
audience [20].

4. Experimental Analysis
The GeoLife GPS Trajectories Data Set that The Microsoft Asia research institute
opened to the outside world was used for the experimental data in this paper [19]
[21]. The data set from 178 users involved in Geolife programs collected over four
years. The trajectory of the GPS data set was made of a series of points that contain
latitude and longitude with a timestamp, and the data set contains 18465 paths, more
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than the total length of 100000 meters. The GPS data once got an interval of 1 to 5
seconds from the GPS receiver or GPS phone records [22]. Most of the data from
the data set was collected in Beijing and Figure 2 shows the distribution of the data
set in Beijing. In the diagram the brighter the area the more points in the area. The
thresholds of speed, time and distance were respectively set as 1.5 m/s, 30 min, and
200 m in this experiment, and we selected the data focused on a certain user as the
experimental data. The picture Figure3 shows the different number of stay points
obtained by different extraction algorithms. The “time” represents the stay point
extraction algorithm using time as judgment criteria, and the stay points number is
39. Although this method can ensure accuracy, it can only be used to extr act still
points, and the stay point semantics gained is too monotonous. The “t-d” shows a
time and distance criteria of residence extraction algorithm. The number of stay
points is 2776. Despite obtaining more points by this method, the accuracy is lower.
The “speed” extraction algorithm adds speed as the criteria in the second method,
and the number of points it gave was 1922. This approach ignores the starting points,
which also represent a certain user information, leading to the uncomprehensive
extraction points. The “my-tds” extraction algorithm is used in this paper and the
number of stay points is between the second and third methods, which can ensure a
sufficient amount of information without losing accuracy.
In order to better understand the user's activities and analyze the user's interests,
the clustering results are mapped to baidu map, then POI activities matching. Table
2 by average activity time from the questionnaire survey, we analyze real user
consumption time, and statistics user consumption behavior in the POI subclass.

Figure 2. The Distribution of Data Set in Beijing

Figure 3. The Number of Stay Points
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Table 2. Clusting and Matching
POI Category
Catering
Leisure &
Entertainment
Shopping

Visit Times

Average
Duration (h)

Chinese Restaurant

44

1.8290

Western Restaurant
Cinema

5
10

1.7181
2.8668

KTV

6

3.9063

Shopping Center

16

2.1583

Supermarket

25

1.0396

POI Sub-category

5. Conclusions
Personal characteristics and life-loving activities can be determined from the raw
trajectory data and by analyzing the user activity over an extended time period to
define the user's daily behavior patterns. With cloud computing and the arrival of
the big data era, it is essential to more effectively integrate and analyze more deeply
the users trajectory data to obtain more knowledge and intelligence information and
hence, increase user participation and improve the user experience. Therefore, we
can provide users with more humane and more effective location-based services to
help businesses improve the potential consumer intentions survey. In addition, we
can provide more potential customers with personalized information and afford
advertisers a more favorable precise advertising delivery platform, leading to a winwin situation between users and advertisers.
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